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Abstract 
In this paper, The Hermitian reflexive solutions and the anti-Hermitian reflexive solutions of matrix equations 
DXCBAX   ,  are considered. With special properties of partitioned matrices and Hermitian reflexive (anti-
Hermitian reflexive) matrices, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability and the general expression of 
the solution are obtained. Moreover,  the related optimal approximation problem to a given matrix over the solution 
set is considered.  
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1.  Introduction  
Matrix inverse problem BAX   has been widely discussed since 1982,  which is very useful in 
engineering, communication theory, and numerical theory, and others. In fact, matrix inverse problem 
BAX   is a special case of matrix equations DXCBAX   , . In recent years, many authors have 
studied it, and a series of meaningful results were achieved. For instance, the unconstraint solutions of such 
matrix equations have been achieved [1-3]. However, the solution matrix, X , which arises in physical 
problems, is usually constrained. It is necessary to study the constrained solutions of such matrix equations. 
So Li [4, 5] obtained its generalized reflexive solutions and generalized anti-reflexive solutions with 
special properties of generalized reflexive matrices. However, the Hermitian reflexive solutions and the 
anti-Hermitian reflexive solutions of matrix equations DXCBAX   ,  have not been concerned with. In 
this paper, we will discuss this problem. 
Let nmC u , nnHC u , nnAHC u , nnUC u  denote the set of all nmu complex matrices, the set of all nnu  
Hermite matrices, the set of all nnu  anti-Hermite matrices, the set of all nnu unitary matrices, 
respectively. AAH , and A  are the conjugate transpose, the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse and the 
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Frobenius norm of matrix A ,  respectively. nI  is the identity matrix of size n . On 
nmC u  we define the 
inner product ),(, ABtraceBA H  for all ,, nmCBA u the nmC u  is a complete inner product space and 
the norm of a matrix generated by this inner product is Frobenius norm. 
Definition 1  A nnu  complex matrix J  is said to be a generalized reflection matrix if ., 2 n
H IJJJ    
Definition 2   Given a generalized reflection matrix J , a  matrix nnCA u  is called a Hermitian 
reflexive matrix with respect to the generalized reflection J  if AAH  , and JAJA  . The set of all nnu  
Hermitian reflexive matrices with respect to the generalized reflection matrix J  is denoted by )(JHC nnr
u . 
Definition 3   Given a generalized reflection matrix J , a  matrix nnCA u  is called a anti-Hermitian 
reflexive matrix with respect to the generalized reflection J  if AAH  , and JAJA  . The set of all 
nnu  anti-Hermitian reflexive matrices with respect to the generalized reflection matrix J  is denoted by 
)(JAHC nnr
u . 
In this paper, we consider the following problems. Problem 1   
Given matrices ,, nmCBA u snCDC u, find )(JHCX nnr
u (or )(JAHC nnr
u )  such that 
¯
®
­
 
 
.
,
DXC
BAX
 
      Problem 2  
Given nnCX u* , find ESX ˆ such that 
,minˆ ** XXXX
ESX
 

 
where ES  is the solution set of problem 1. 
 This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we first  study the special properties of matrices 
in )(JHC nnr
u ( )(JAHC nnr
u ). Then using these properties, together with papers [6-19], we obtain the 
solvability conditions and the general solutions of problem 1. In section III, we first show the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution for problem 2, then derive an expression of the solution when the solution set 
ES  is nonempty. 
2.  Solvability conditions of problem 1 
We first discuss the structure of nnu generalized reflection matrix J  and the set 
)(JHC nnr
u ( )(JAHC nnr
u ). Since nIJ  
2 , the only possible eigenvalues of J  are +1 and -1. Say,  +1 is an 
eigenvalue of multiplicity r . Since ,JJ H   the eigenspace associated with +1 has also size r  and its 
orthogonal complement (obviously, of size rn  ) is the eigenspace associated with -1. Thus we can easily 
show the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 Let J  be the nnu  generalized reflection matrix. Then there exists an nnu  unitary matrix 
U  such that 
     .
0
0 H
rn
r U
I
I
UJ ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§

 

                                                                (2.1) 
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By definition 2 and definition 3 in the previous section and the above lemma we have the following 
result for the structure of the set )(JHC nnr
u ( )(JAHC nnr
u ). 
 Lemma 2.2[6] Let nnCA u  and the spectral decomposition of the nnu  reflection matrix J  be given as 
(2.1). Then )(JHCA nnr
u  if and only if 
.,,
0
0 )()(
21
2
1 rnrnrrH HCFHCFU
F
F
UA uu ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
                                     (2.2) 
Lemma 2.3[6] Let nnCA u  and the spectral decomposition of the nnu  reflection matrix J  be given as 
(2.1). Then )(JAHCA nnr
u  if and only if 
.,,
0
0 )()(
21
2
1 rnrnrrH AHCFAHCFU
F
F
UA uu ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
                                  (2.3) 
Lemma 2.4[7] Let nmCU u , pmCV u . Then the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse for the partitioned 
matrix ),( VUN   is given by 
    ,
)(
)(
¸
¸
¹
·
¨
¨
©
§


 



CVCIKUT
VCIKU
N
H
                                                (2.4) 
where 
°
°
¯
°°
®
­
 
 
 



.)(
),(
,)(
1HTTIK
CCIVUT
VUUIC
                                                               (2.5) 
Lemma 2.5[8]  Given lnCC u  ( rCrank  )( ), D  
lnC u , if and only if 
       ,, CDCDDCCD HH                                                          (2.6) 
then DXC   has solutions in nnHC u . The form of solution can be expressed as 
)()()()(   CCIFCCICCIDCDCX nnn
H  
.nnHCF u                                                           (2.7)                      
Lemma 2.6[9]  Given lnCC u  ( rCrank  )( ), D  
lnC u , if and only if 
       ,, CDCDDCCD HH                                                        (2.8) 
then DXC   has solutions in nnAHC u . The form of solution can be expressed as 
),()()()(   CCIFCCICCIDCDCX nnn
H  
.nnAHCF u                                                              (2.9) 
 From lemma 2.1 and lemma 2.2, the matrix equations DXCBAX   ,  can be expressed as 
        
°
°
¯
°
°
®
­
 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
.
0
0
,
0
0
22
11
22
11
DUCU
X
X
BU
X
X
AU
HH
                                           (2.10) 
 where rrHCX u11 , 
)()(
22
rnrnHCX u  
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Denote .,),,(),,(
2
1
2
1
2121 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
   
D
D
DU
C
C
CUBBBUAAAU HH     (2.11) 
where 
.,,,,,,, )(2211
)(
2211
srnsmrnmrm CDCCDCCBACBA uuuu   
  We have 
      
°¯
°
®
­
 
 
).()(
),()(
222222
111111
DBCAX
DBCAX
HH
HH
##
##
                                                   (2.12)  
where rrHCX u11 , 
)()(
22
rnrnHCX u . (2.12) is equivalent to matrix equations DXCBAX   , . 
Similarly,  from lemma 2.1 and lemma 2.3, the matrix equations DXCBAX   ,  is equivalent to 
   
°¯
°
®
­
 
 
).()(
),()(
222222
111111
DBCAX
DBCAX
HH
HH
##
##
                                                   (2.13) 
where rrAHCX u11 ,
)()(
22
rnrnAHCX u .   According to lemma 2.3,  we have 
,
)(
)(
)(
1111
111
11 ¸
¸
¹
·
¨
¨
©
§


 



MMCIAKT
MCIAK
CA
r
HH
r
H
H #                                    (2.14) 
where 
°
°
¯
°°
®
­
 
 
 



.)(
),(
,)(
1
111
111
111
H
m
s
H
HH
r
TTIK
MMICAT
CAAIM
                                                   (2.15) 
,
)(
)(
)(
2222
222
22 ¸
¸
¹
·
¨
¨
©
§


 







NNCIAKT
NCIAK
CA
rn
HH
rn
H
H #                                      (2.16) 
where 
°
°
¯
°°
®
­
 
 
 




.)(
),(
,)(
1
222
222
222
H
m
s
H
HH
rn
TTIK
NNICAT
CAAIN
                                                    (2.17) 
We note 
,))(( 21111111 WCWACACAP
HHH   ##                                          (2.18) 
.))(( 42322222 WCWACACAQ
HHH   ##                                          (2.19) 
where 
°
°
¯
°
°
®
­
 
 
 
 








.)(
),(
,)(
),(
22224
2223
11112
1111
NNCIAKTW
NCIAKW
MMCIAKTW
MCIAKW
rn
HH
rn
H
r
HH
r
H
                                         (2.20) 
11,, KTM  and 22,, KTN  are given by (2.11), (2.13). 
Theorem 2.1 If DUCUBUAU HH ,,, are partitioned as (2.11), then problem 1 has solutions in 
)(JHC nnr
u  if and only if  
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,
1111
1111
1111
1111
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
DCBC
DABA
CDAD
CBAB
HHH
H
HHH
H
                                        (2.21) 
,
2222
2222
2222
2222
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
DCBC
DABA
CDAD
CBAB
HHH
H
HHH
H
                                        (2.22) 
),()( 12111112111111 CWDCWBAWDAWBDB
HHHHH  ##                                  (2.23) 
).()( 24223224223222 CWDCWBAWDAWBDB
HHHHH  ##                                 (2.24) 
Moreover, the general solution can be expressed as 
 ,,,
0
0 )()(
2211
22
11 rnrnrrH HCXHCXU
X
X
UX uu ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
                                 (2.25) 
 where 
°¯
°
®
­
 
 
u

u
,),()(
,),()(
)()(
222022
111011
rnrn
rnrn
rr
rr
HCGQIGQIXX
HCGPIGPIXX                                (2.26) 
°¯
°
®
­
 
 
 ).)((
),)((
2423423220
1211211110
QIDWBWWDWBX
PIDWBWWDWBX
rn
HHHH
r
HHHH
                                (2.27) 
 21,WW and 43,WW  are given by (2.20); QP,  are given by (2.18), (2.19). 
Proof Necessary and sufficient conditions and the solutions can be found easily. 
Theorem 2.2 If DUCUBUAU HH ,,, are partitioned as (2.11), then problem 1 has solutions in 
)(JAHC nnr
u  if and only if  
,
1111
1111
1111
1111
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§


 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§ 
DCBC
DABA
CDAD
CBAB
HHH
H
HHH
H
                                    (2.28) 
,
2222
2222
2222
2222
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§


 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§ 
DCBC
DABA
CDAD
CBAB
HHH
H
HHH
H
                                   (2.29) 
),()( 12111112111111 CWDCWBAWDAWBDB
HHHHH   ##  
                                (2.30) 
).()( 24223224223222 CWDCWBAWDAWBDB
HHHHH   ##  
(2.31)Moreover, the general solution can be expressed 
as 
    ,,,
0
0 )()(
2211
22
11 rnrnrrH AHCXAHCXU
X
X
UX uu ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
                                       (2.32) 
 where 
°¯
°
®
­
 
 
u

u
,),()(
,),()(
)()(
222022
111011
rnrn
rnrn
rr
rr
AHCGQIGQIXX
AHCGPIGPIXX  
(2.33)     
°¯
°
®
­
 
 
 ).)((
),)((
2423423220
1211211110
QIDWBWWDWBX
PIDWBWWDWBX
rn
HHHH
r
HHHH
 
                                (2.34) 
Proof  Noticing lemma 2.4 and the proof of theorem 2.1, we can prove theorem 2.2 by the same method. 
3.  The solution  of problem 2 
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According to (2.25), it is easy to prove that if problem 1 has solutions in )(JHC nnr
u  ( )(JAHC nnr
u ), 
then the solution set is nonempty closed convex set. We claim that 
for any given nnCX u* , there exists a unique optimal approximation for problem 2. 
Theorem 3.1 Given matrix nnCX u* , and the other given notations and conditions are the same as 
theorem  2.1. Let 
,,, )()(*22
*
11*
22
*
21
*
12
*
11* rnrnrrH CXCX
XX
XX
UXU uu ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
                                  (3.1) 
If ES  is nonempty, then problem 2 has a unique Xˆ  which can be represented as 
,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ0
0ˆˆ )()(
2211
22
11 rnrnrrH HCXHCXU
X
XUX uu ¸
¸
¹
·
¨
¨
©
§
                      (3.2) 
where 
°¯
°
®
­
 
 
 ).(ˆ)(ˆ
),(ˆ)(ˆ
22022
11011
QIGQIXX
PIGPIXX
rnrn
rr                                          (3.3) 
°
°
¯
°°
®
­
 

 
.
2
)(ˆ
,
2
)(ˆ
20
*
2220
*
22
2
10
*
1110
*
11
1
H
H
XXXXG
XXXXG
                                               (3.4) 
     
QP,  are given by (2.18), (2.19); 2010 , XX  are given by (2.27). 
Proof  The solution of problem 2 can be found easily. 
Theorem 3.2 Given matrix nnCX u* , UXU H *  is partitioned as (3.1), the other given notations and 
conditions are the same as theorem 2.2. If ES  is nonempty, then problem 2 has a unique Xˆ  which  can be 
represented as 
,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ0
0ˆˆ )()(
2211
22
11 rnrnrrH AHCXAHCXU
X
XUX uu ¸
¸
¹
·
¨
¨
©
§
                      (3.5) 
where 
°¯
°
®
­
 
 
 ).(ˆ)(ˆ
),(ˆ)(ˆ
22022
11011
QIGQIXX
PIGPIXX
rnrn
rr                                          (3.6) 
°
°
¯
°°
®
­
 
 
.
2
)(ˆ
,
2
)(ˆ
20
*
2220
*
22
2
10
*
1110
*
11
1
H
H
XXXXG
XXXXG
                                              (3.7) 
     
QP,  are given by (2.18), (2.19); 2010 , XX  are given by (2.34). 
Proof  Noticing theorem 2.2 and the proof of theorem 3.1, we can prove theorem 3.2 by the same 
method. 
4.  Conclusions  
In this paper, we considered the Hermitian reflexive solutions and the anti-Hermitian reflexive 
solutions of matrix equations DXCBAX   , . we also considered, in corresponding solution set,  the 
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nearest solution to a given matrix in Frobenius norm. The solvability conditions and the explicit formula 
for the solution are given. The method used here mainly comprises the singular value decomposition and 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of a partitioned matrix. 
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